Domiciliary self-measurement in rheumatoid arthritis and the demonstration of circadian rhythmicity
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SUMMARY Symptoms and signs of rheumatoid arthritis vary within the day and from day to day. Interesting and possibly important observations can be missed when evaluations are based only on outpatient measurements, which are likely to be made at only one time and at infrequent intervals. We have found that patients can measure their own grip strength and finger joint sizes at home, and simultaneously assess overall pain and stiffness on numerical scales. Measurements made by patients were reproducible when made at the same time of day if on the same treatment. The patient's subjective assessment of pain and stiffness is a useful measure of the severity of rheumatoid arthritis. These pain and stiffness ratings were found to be well correlated with the patient's objective measurements of finger joint size and grip strength. Information not otherwise available can be collected by studying patients at home with these self-measurement techniques. These have allowed the demonstration of circadian variations in the signs and symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis and improved the evaluation of drugs studied in clinical trials.

The patient's subjective assessment of pain, pain relief, and stiffness are used by doctors during clinical work and by those conducting clinical trials. Pain and relief of pain are important to patients, and their opinion on this may be the most meaningful index of drug effectiveness. However, it is also useful to have objective measurements of signs and symptoms. In rheumatoid arthritis grip strength and finger joint sizes have been measured and are traditionally made by clinical investigators or doctors. We teach the patients to measure their own grip strength and finger joint sizes and instruct them to do this at home. This type of domiciliary approach was earlier used by us in studies of renal failure and hypertension. Patients measure their signs and symptoms frequently at home, allowing studies of circadian variations. Serial measurements made over longer periods can be used to follow the course of the disease and the influence of treatment.

It is important to know if a patient's measurements are reproducible and whether objective measurements are correlated with subjective assessments. These domiciliary methods have a potential to assist in research and to allow better clinical monitoring of a patient's progress. This approach has now been successfully tried in the study of several conditions and has been used by our patients with arthritis.

Patients and methods

The patients were those taking part in a trial of the therapeutic effectiveness of flurbiprofen contrasting different times of day and frequencies of administration. The design of the trial and its results have been published elsewhere. With the information collected differences were demonstrated in the effectiveness of the drug attributable to the time of day of treatment, and twice daily dosing was shown to be superior to 4 times daily dosing. All patients measured their signs and symptoms at 6 fixed times of day for 3 days at the end of each of 4 treatment periods, that is, on 72 occasions altogether.

Patients were given verbal and written instructions on the use of equipment, and practised under supervision. During the trial results were recorded on diary cards. Each patient used the same equipment throughout the study.

Grip strength was measured with an inflatable grip bag attached to an aneroid sphygmomanometer. The bag was inflated to an initial pressure of 20 mmHg. With the arm resting on a table the bag was squeezed.
as hard as possible. Patients recorded the highest reading of 3 attempts for each hand.

The size of proximal interphalangeal joints of the fingers and the distal interphalangeal joints of the thumbs were measured and recorded. Joint size was measured with a gauge consisting of a flexible Teflon loop attached to a spring-loaded pointer moving on a graduated scale. The loop was positioned over the thickest part of each joint and the circumference read off the scale. The sum of 10 finger joints was used in the analyses of results.

Patients assessed their overall stiffness and pain subjectively and marked horizontal integer scales, numbered from 0 (no pain, stiffness) to 10 (worst possible pain, stiffness).

The data collected by the patients were tested for reproducibility by analysis of variance. Non-parametric correlation coefficients between the objective and subjective assessments were also calculated.

Results

The patients measured their signs and symptoms at set times of day: 0800, 1100, 1300, 1500, 2000, and 2300 h. An example of a patient’s measurements made over 3 days is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Measurements of signs and symptoms were made by a patient with rheumatoid arthritis at home. The measurements are repeatable when made at the same time of day. Joint size, pain, and stiffness are greatest in the morning when grip strength is lowest, and circadian rhythmicity in these was demonstrated.

The data were amenable to analysis of variance. There was no significant variation between measurements made by the same patient at the same time from day to day during the same treatment regimen, demonstrating that patients’ measurements of their grip strength and joint size are reproducible. The significant variations observed between measurements made at different times of day are indicative of circadian variations in the symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis. Grip strength was minimal and joint size maximal in the early hours of the morning on all treatments. Variability between patients and between treatment regimens was highly significant.

The correlation coefficients between the subjective and objective measurements were calculated. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was calculated for all the data collected by each patient. Correlations between subjective pain and joint size, pain and grip strength, stiffness and joint size, and stiffness and grip strength were determined. The negative correlation between grip strength and subjective pain and stiffness ratings was highly significant in over 75% of patients. Joint size was positively correlated with pain and stiffness, but there were fewer patients with statistically significant (p<0.05) correlations. In 11 out of 16 patients, 69%, stiffness was significantly correlated with finger joint size, and 7 out of 16 patients had significant correlation between pain and joint size.

Discussion

Patients with rheumatoid arthritis measured their own grip strength and finger joint sizes at home and assessed their overall pain and stiffness on numbered scales. Analysis of variance showed that a patient’s measurements of joint size and grip strength were reproducible when made at the same time of day.

Most investigators agree that a patient’s assessment of pain is a useful and sensitive index in studies of rheumatoid arthritis, but the usefulness of objective measurements has been questioned. Downie et al. compared various types of pain rating scales and found that a numbered scale was the most reliable. The correlation of these subjective assessments with the objective measurements has not often been good, though Ingpen found that subjective pain ratings were well correlated with grip strength. Grip strength is a nonspecific index, as it is influenced by muscle power and pain. Finger joint size has been measured by many investigators and is said to be reliable by some but not by others. Joint size is a useful index when there is active synovial swelling but not when there are bony deformities. The device we used to measure joint size is similar to...
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that used by Boardman and Hart, who found it to be superior to the use of jeweller’s rings.

We found that in most patients there was a statistically significant correlation between grip strength and subjective pain and stiffness ratings. Grip strength, as measured by patients with rheumatoid arthritis, was therefore a valid measure of symptom severity, as it consistently decreased with increasing pain and stiffness.

Finger joint size is an absolute measurement, unaffected by pain or stiffness. It was positively correlated with stiffness in 69% of patients (p<0.05). Scott suggested that tissue swelling may be the cause of morning stiffness, and decreases in finger joint swelling have been noted with anti-inflammatory treatment. Indeed joint size is specifically related to inflammation. We found that joint size generally increased as pain and stiffness increased, but only about half of the patients had significant (p<0.05) correlations between joint size and pain, and of these all but one had 5 or more inflamed finger joints. Patients with active synovial inflammation of the finger joints are therefore more suitable for self-measurement of finger joint size than those without. Significant correlation does not imply cause and effect but indicates the way in which variables change in relation to each other.

The use of this method has allowed us to describe circadian variations in grip strength and finger joint sizes. Grip strength was minimal and joint swelling maximal in the morning, when subjective pain and stiffness scores were highest. This aspect of the disease had received little attention from other investigators and merits further study.

Patients should more often measure their own signs and symptoms at home. We have shown that measurements made by patients are reproducible and that the objective measurements are well correlated with the more conventional subjective assessments. Data collected by patients at home are more relevant than data collected in hospital or the clinic, and patients can be studied while undertaking their normal activities in their usual environment. Much more information can be obtained with only a little extra effort initially by professional staff, making closer monitoring of the long-term progress of the disease and its treatment possible. Intensive investigations, such as studies of circadian variations, can be conducted without admission to hospital. Statistical techniques that are now being developed to consider trends and changes in trends in sequential data will require information collected in this way if they are to be used without multiple visits to clinics to collect data. Vital information could be missed by assessing patients only in hospital, and it is recommended that domiciliary self-measurement be considered for most clinical investigations and for the day-to-day care of patients.
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